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2 Abbreviations
CL
COSY
CPG
DD
DNA
ε
EASY
HBV
H. pylori
INEPT
LPS
lysoPL
NMR
NOESY
P,H-COSY
PA
PC
PE
pgRNA
PL
ppm
PS
RDC
RNA
ROESY
RT
TOCSY

cardiolipin
correlation spectroscopy
cholesteryl phosphoglycoside
dipole-dipole (e.g. in dipole-dipole coupling)
deoxyribonucleic acid
epsilon
efficient adiabatic symmetrized
Hepatitis B Virus
Helicobacter pylori
insensitive nuclei enhanced by polarization transfer
lipopolysaccherides
lysophospholipid
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy
31 1
P, H correlation spectroscopy
phosphatidic acid
phosphatidylcholine
phosphatidylethanolamine
pregenomic RNA
phospholipid
parts per million
phosphatidylserine
residual dipolar coupling
ribonucleic acid
rotating frame nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy
reverse transcriptase
total correlation spectroscopy
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3 Abstract
This thesis describes the use of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) for
characterizing two host-pathogen interactions: The behavior of a regulatory RNA of
the Hepatitis B virus (HBV) and the attachment of Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) to
the gastric mucosa. NMR is a powerful tool in biomedicine, because molecules
ranging from small ligands to biomacromolecules can be studied with atomic
resolution. Different NMR experiments are designed to determine structures, or to
monitor interactions, folding, stability or motion.
Paper I describes the analysis of the motions of a regulatory RNA of HBV. The
NMR structure of the RNA had revealed before that several well-conserved
nucleotides adopt multiple conformations. Therefore an analysis of possible
underlying motions was undertaken using two different NMR techniques, one of
which (off-resonance ROESY) was applied to nucleic acids for the first time. The
observed motions suggest an explanation why the structurally poorly defined
nucleotides are highly conserved.
In paper II we improved the ROESY NMR experiment, which is used to measure
internuclear distances for structure determination of medium-sized molecules. Using
a small protein and an organometallic complex as examples, we demonstrated that
the new EASY ROESY experiment yields clean spectra that can directly be
integrated to derive interatomic distances.
H. pylori, the bacterium involved in peptic ulcer disease and gastric cancer, survives
in the harsh acidic environment of the stomach. It possesses many membrane
proteins which mediate adherence, raising the question, if their activity is related to
membrane composition. In paper III & IV we analyzed therefore the phospholipid
composition of H. pylori membranes.
In paper III, an advanced method for the analysis of the phospholipid composition of
biological membranes was developed. The two-dimensional semi-constant-time
31 1
P, H-COSY experiment combines information from phosphorus and hydrogen
atoms of phospholipids for their unambiguous identification. Furthermore, the high
resolution of the two-dimensional experiment allows the quantification of
phospholipids where conventional methods fail.
In paper IV we applied the new experiment to analyze the lipid composition of
whole H. pylori cells, their inner and outer membranes, and of vesicles shed by the
bacterium. The goal of this study was to characterize the vesicles which are
suggested to play a role in the inflammation process. We established that the outer
membrane and the vesicles have similar phospholipid compositions, suggesting that
the vesicles are largely derived from the outer membrane.
The NMR results presented here elucidate details of molecular systems engaged in
pathogenicity, as basis for therapeutic strategies against these pathogens.
Keywords: NMR, regulatory RNA, HBV, H. pylori, phospholipids, ROESY
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4 Introduction & Aim of the Thesis
The structure of a molecule is intimately linked to its function – this is a
paradigm of biology and chemistry, leading to the field of structural biology.
Different biophysical techniques can be used to observe molecular structure
on a variety of resolutions – e.g. cryo-Electron Microscopy (structure of the
ribosome with a resolution of 8Å (Mitra et al. 2006)), or Circular Dichroism
spectroscopy (showing overall secondary structure of chiral molecules
(Kelly et al. 2000)). But only two methods can deliver atom-size resolution:
X-ray Crystallography and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR).
A wide range of NMR observables delivers information on the chemical
environment of each atom in a molecule. Using internuclear distances, local
conformation and orientation of domains, molecular structure is determined
at atomic resolution. Other advantages of NMR are the possibility to analyze
complex structures under native like conditions (even weak interactions of
highly complex systems can be retained), the complete recovery of the intact
sample for possible further analysis, and the possibility to simultaneously
quantify components of complex mixtures and derive structural information
on the components. But structural information is not enough for explaining
the function of a molecule, because the structure of a pair of scissors does
not explain how they cut. Therefore information in addition to the structurefunction paradigm became important – motion. Only motion can explain
how bonds are broken and formed, molecules fold or interact with each other
accompanied by the deformation of the interaction surface. NMR is the only
method which can report on molecular motion over the whole range of time
scales from bond vibrations to macromolecular folding (Al-Hashimi 2007;
Shajani et al. 2007).
High resolution – liquid state NMR is a relatively young spectroscopy and
has developed tremendously over the last decades. Key steps on the way to
become a modern tool in chemistry and biology were the discovery of the
absorption of radio frequency by the nuclear spin in a matching magnetic
field (Bloch et al. 1946), the discovery of the chemical shift effect
(Dickinson 1950), Fourier-Transform NMR (Ernst et al. 1966; Aue et al.
1976) and two-dimensional (2D) NMR (Nagayama et al. 1977). Modern
biomolecular NMR became feasible through technical progress leading to
extremely stable and strong (over 20 Tesla) helium-cooled superconductive
magnets, in concert with stable isotope labeling of biomolecules (Freeman
1995).
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The aim of my PhD, and therefore this thesis, was to apply NMR to different
biological systems. I wanted to analyze a range of molecules and extract a
variety of information. For this purpose, NMR experiments were designed or
modified, to be able to address questions on disease-related systems.
Specific Aims:
• Monitor the phospholipid composition of the bacterium H.
pylori and identify possible relationships between membrane
protein activity and membrane composition during different
bacterial growth phases
• Simplify the ROESY experiment to extract more reliable
distance information of medium-sized molecules for the
structure determination process
• Identify patterns of motion of a viral RNA using relaxation
NMR experiments, which could be linked to the RNAs proteinbinding mechanism
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5 Regulatory “epsilon” RNA of the
Hepatitis B virus
5.1 The Hepatitis B virus and its lifecycle
The Hepatitis B virus (HBV) belongs to the family of the hepadnaviruses and
has a 3,2 kilobase-big genome consisting of partially double-stranded DNA,
so called relaxed circular DNA (rcDNA). During replication, HBV passes a
stage of RNA and is therefore classified as a pararetrovirus (Nassal 2008).
The genome of the virus codes for only 7 proteins in 4 open reading frames:
3 versions of the envelope protein, the nucleocapsid protein core, the
secretory hepatitis ‘B e’ antigen, the X-protein and the most important
protein ‘P-protein’, containing the reverse transcriptase (RT) domain (Ghany
et al. 2007).
HBV has infected the liver of ca. 2 billion people and about 150 million of
them are chronic carriers and are at risk for chronic hepatitis, cirrhosis and
primary liver cancer. HBV causes approximately 800 000 deaths each year,
with liver cancer being the 5th most frequent cancer in the world (Lavanchy
2008). Vaccines against the envelope proteins of the virus are existing, but
up to 10% of the population are non-responders and because these envelope
proteins are non-essential, high escape mutation rates impair the vaccines
further (Glebe et al. 2007). Treatment is possible by using either cytokines,
which are antiviral and immunomodulatory, or nucleos(t)ide analogs, which
block the reverse transcriptase step (see Fig. 1). Both are not perfect drugs:
Cytokines have severe side-effects and are hard to apply and application of
nucleotide analogs leads to drug resistance. Further complications arise from
the extraordinary high mutation rate, meaning that every single-base can be
changed in one day, considering that the length of treatment is several years.
Unfortunately, not even the active center of the RT is extremely sensitive to
mutation, often double mutations occur, where one mutation escapes the
drug and the second reconstitutes the function (Ghany et al. 2007).
A HBV infection starts by docking onto the cell to yet unknown receptors
and thereafter the internalization of the virus, possibly via endocytosis. Once
in the cell, the virus gets stripped of its envelope proteins and the relaxed
circular (rc)DNA containing capsid gets transported to the nucleus (Fig. 1).
Here the rcDNA gets repaired to covalently closed circular (ccc)DNA, while
the P-protein, which is covalently linked to the rcDNA, is released. This
cccDNA is an extremely stable plasmid, present in many copies and it can
even be integrated into the host genome. It often resists the treatment, hence
the need for long-term treatment. In a next step the cccDNA is transcribed
by the host polymerase into pregenomic (pg)RNA and viral messenger
(m)RNA, which then gets exported to the cytosol and translation of viral
11
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proteins occurs. In a next step the P-protein and the nucleocapsid core
interact with a stem structure of the 5’ pgRNA, called epsilon (ε), triggering
encapsidation and reverse transcription (see next chapter), which also
requires additional host-factors. After complete reverse transcription the new
capsid containing again rcDNA linked to the P-protein, which then either
gets coated by the envelope proteins and excreted, or it enters into the
nucleus to enrich the pool of cccDNA (Glebe et al. 2007; Nassal 2008).

Figure 1: Schematic lifecycle of the Hepatitis B Virus. The pregenomic RNA
(pgRNA) plays a central role in the replication of new viruses by interacting with the
reverse transcriptase (RT) complex and so allowing transcription of new viral DNA
and at the same time triggering encapsidation (description of the viral life cycle see
text).

5.1.1 Epsilon interacts with the viral reverse
transcriptase
One of the two main components in the RNA-protein interaction is the 90
kDa P-protein. The HBV P-protein is quite unique, because it contains three
functional subunits: First, the reverse transcriptase (RT), a protein all
retroviruses code in their genome for. Second, a RNase H domain that
degrades the pgRNA upon DNA synthesis. Third, the terminal protein (TP)
domain, connected via a flexible linker. Via a highly conserved tyrosine, the
TP domain carries the covalently bound primer, leading to a unique protein
priming RT reaction (Beck et al. 2007). The RT and the RNase H domain
are well conserved among Hepadnaviridae and other retroviruses such as
HIV, but there is absolutely no conservation of the TP domain, which is also
exceptionally hydrophobic and therefore hard to express (Ghany et al. 2007).
12
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Until now, it was not possible to over-express functional human RT, which
has hampered studies of its interaction with RNA.
The second main component in the interaction leading to reversetranscription is the 5’ structure of the pgRNA, the stem-loop epsilon (ε). ε is
a 60-nucleotide (nt) regulatory RNA present at the 5’ and 3’ ends of the
pgRNA. The ε stem loop has a six-nucleotide bulge, which is the template
for the primer synthesis, a lower stem which is not conserved and therefore
thought to be a structural spacer requirement, and the 27-nucleotide apical
loop (Fig. 2). The whole ε is necessary for priming competent binding, but
for simple binding of the P-protein, the apical loop is not required in human
HBV (Beck et al. 2007). Therefore the hypothesis was recently developed,
that other host factors might interact with the apical loop and initiate a
structural change necessary for encapsidation and completion of reverse
transcription. However, the postulated interaction partner has not been
identified yet, because nobody has yet succeeded to produce a fully
functional in vitro model (Nassal 2008; Hu et al. 2009).

Figure 2: A: Sketch of the structure of the pregenomic RNA (pgRNA) with the 5’
epsilon loop marked by a red box. B: Secondary structure of the epsilon loop with
the apical loop highlighted by the green box. C: The tertiary structure of the apical
loop as published previous in our group (Flodell et al. 2006), stem nucleotides are
shown in turquoise, and nucleotides in non-helical structures (loop nucleotides, C16
and the bulged U23) in orange.

The whole ε stem-loop is highly conserved (Flodell et al. 2002; Hu et al.
2004; Beck et al. 2007), however, several nucleotides of the apical loop are
poorly defined in the structure. The related duck HBV forms an analogous Pprotein-ε complex, which contains a partially melted apical loop and is
priming competent without further factors (Girard et al. 2007). This leads to
the question if a defined RNA structure is recognized by the P-protein, or a
deformable structure with characteristic motional and thermodynamic
parameters. The latter binding mechanism has been observed for the HIVTAR RNA (Al-Hashimi 2005). The binding mechanism in the p-ε
interaction will be revealed by studies of intramolecular motion of the apical
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loop. By comparison with a structure of the complex further detailed
information can be added, when becoming available.

5.2 Structural biology of RNA
Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is a long, linear polymer of only four different
nucleotides and is assembled by the RNA polymerase. Nucleotides consist
of a phosphate group, a ribose and a base (Fig. 3). The phosphate group is
esterified to the nucleotide’s own ribose at the C5’ OH and to the next ribose
at the C3’ OH, to form the phosphodiester backbone. Four different bases are
connected via a N-glycosidic bond to the C1’ and give the identity/specificity
to each nucleotide: Adenine (A) base pairs via two hydrogen bonds with
Uracil (U) and Guanine (G) base pairs via three hydrogen bonds with
Cytosine (C), giving rise to the classical Watson-Crick base pairs. The base
pairs stack on top of each other and form the canonical, rigid structure of the
oligomer – the double helix – two RNA strands linked via base pairs (Stryer
et al. 2002; Hall 2008) (Fig. 2B & C). RNA compared to DNA posses an OH
group on the C2’ of the ribose and is therefore more sensitive to cleavage of
the oligomer by an ester exchange from the C5’ to the C2’, building a cyclicphosphorous ester. On the other hand, the C2’ OH group also adds structural
and catalytic features which allow RNA to adopt structures and perform
functions that are unknown for DNA.

Figure 3: Drawing of a nucleotide and of the three other bases occurring in RNA.
Selected C atoms are numbered according to NMR standards, besides for C5’ the
protons in C-H groups were omitted for clarity. The nucleotides are the building
blocks for the RNA structure shown in Fig. 2. Formulas were drawn with
ChemSketch.

While RNA can form a double helix, it does not normally exist as two
complementary strands, but is transcribed as a single strand. Single- stranded
RNA can adopt different flexible structures besides a helix, such as stemloops, hairpins, bulges or complex three dimensional structures (see Fig. 2).
These structures play fundamental biological roles, as e.g. in the ribosome or
in the splicosome. Non-Watson-Crick base pairs are central building blocks
14
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of these non-helical structures (Leontis et al. 2003), which are of importance
for interactions with other molecules.
The functions of RNA can be divided in 3 classes: First, transport of genetic
information, as performed by messenger (m)RNA. Second, catalytic activity
performed by structures called ribozymes, with ribosomal (r)RNA, RNAse P
or self-splicing RNA, as prominent examples. Third, regulatory RNAs, such
as small interfering RNAs (siRNA), riboswitches (Reichow et al. 2006;
Schwalbe et al. 2007) and RNA thermometers (Stryer et al. 2002;
Narberhaus et al. 2006; Waters et al. 2009). Often two functions are
combined in one RNA polymer, for example when a regulatory structure is
present in the 5’ untranslated region (UTR) of an mRNA regulating the
translation of the mRNA. This regulation in turn can be achieved e.g. by
ligand binding or by a thermal transition. RNA functions are often
accompanied by drastic conformational changes, therefore when thinking of
RNA one must not consider it as s single structure, but must see it as an
ensemble of highly dynamic conformations (Al-Hashimi 2007). One such
regulatory RNA with a complex function is the ε RNA of HBV (see chapter
5.4).

5.3 NMR of RNA
The classical application of NMR is the determination of molecular
structures. Structure determination is based on a complete assignment of all
signals to their corresponding atoms in the molecule. This approach is fully
applicable to RNA, but several properties of RNA make it a challenge: RNA
is only built up of four different nucleotides, which in fact only differ in their
bases. It has a low 1H density compared to proteins, leading to a low number
of 1H-1H distances that can be measured by NOESY and used as distance
constraints in structure determination. Finally, large parts of RNA structures
exist as stable A-form double helix, with poor resolution of NMR signals.
All this leads to a massive overlap in resonances, especially in the ribose
moiety and the phosphate backbone, which have small chemical shift
dispersion to begin with.
Therefore the assignment and the extraction of structural constraints are
challenging. On the other hand, stretches of A-form helix provide starting
points for signal assignment: The signals of imino hydrogens in the bases are
visible because the hydrogen bonding of the base pairs protects them from
solvent exchange. Furthermore, imino hydrogens of consecutive base pairs
are close in space, so that in a NOESY experiment, cross-peaks connect the
imino signal of each base pair to the imino signals of both adjacent base
pairs. Therefore one can follow the sequence of imino-imino cross-peaks, to
assign the signals along the nucleotide sequence, which is called a sequential
walk. The imino signals also allow examination of folding and stability of
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the RNA molecule with a simple one-dimensional 1H spectrum, because the
number of imino signals equals the number of base pairs. The non-helical
secondary structure elements (loops, bulges, kinks, etc – Fig 2) often interact
with ligands and are therefore biological relevant. These secondary
structures have more highly resolved chemical shifts and are consequently
easier to assign. As they usually do not contain base-pairs, their imino
signals cannot normally be observed. Due to the more modular built of RNA
as compared to proteins, certain secondary structure elements have the same
chemical shift properties in different molecules, and are therefore easy to
discover. For complete assignment of RNA molecules, isotope labeling with
13
C and 15N is required, so that advanced multidimensional heteronuclear
NMR experiments can be applied (Furtig et al. 2003). Structure
determination requires further experiments to define local conformations,
such as the sugar pucker of the ribose, the conformation of the phosphate
backbone and the glycoside torsion angle between the base and ribose. A
long-standing problem for NMR structure determination originates from the
fact that all classical NMR structure parameters, such as distances and
dihedral angles, report only on local structures. Therefore relative orientation
of secondary structure elements is hard to determine, especially in nonglobular molecules such as RNA. To constrain global molecular shape, such
as the relative orientation of two helixes, residual dipolar couplings (RDCs)
have recently been introduced (Furtig et al. 2003). Using the whole range of
isotope labeling and NMR techniques, structure determination of RNA
molecules up to about 100 nucleotides can be tackled today.
But there is much more to NMR of RNA besides structure determination. A
structure alone does not explain RNA function such as mechanisms of
binding or catalysis; the timescale and amplitudes of motion must also be
described to explain biological activity (Getz et al. 2007). A wide range of
NMR experiments can be employed to monitor motion ranging from
picoseconds to slower than seconds (paper I). Motions of different entities,
such as a bond, a nucleotide or a whole domain, can give rise to weakly
populated conformations that can nevertheless be crucial for biological
function (Al-Hashimi 2007; Shajani et al. 2007). Using other dedicated
NMR experiments, it is possible to define ligand binding surfaces (e.g.
chemical shift perturbation (Zuiderweg 2002)). Bound metal ions can be
localized or structural water molecules found, even folding pathways of
RNA structures can be investigated (Furtig et al. 2003). However, few
comprehensive studies of folding or motions of RNAs have been performed
to date (Hall 2008).
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5.4 NMR studies of the apical loop of the
epsilon RNA
The 27-nucleotide apical loop of HBV ε RNA forms a stable structure
(melting point around 65°C) which was recently solved in our group (Fig.
2C). It consists of two A-form helices, which are bent by approximately 20°
relative to each other, induced by the bulged U23 (Flodell et al. 2002; Flodell
et al. 2006). It was discovered to possess a pseudo-triloop, consisting of the
loop nucleotides U12, G13 and U14, a closing base pair (C11G15) and the
bulged C16. This pseudo-triloop might be an important protein binding motif.
Unfortunately, the exact molecular role of the pseudo-triloop is not yet
understood, mainly because the P-protein cannot be handled in vitro and
other probably required interaction partners are not yet identified. Although
the apical loop is not needed for binding of the RT, it is necessary for
priming (see chapter 5.1.1). In the human apical loop, several loop
nucleotides were found to be structurally ill-defined (Flodell et al. 2006), yet
these nucleotides are highly conserved and therefore essential for function.
The apical loop of duck HBV, a model system for the human apical loop,
may give a hint for an explanation for this puzzle. The duck apical loop is
unstable, so that at body temperature a part of the upper helix has melted
unstructured (Girard et al. 2007). Similarly, the structurally ill-defined
nucleotides in the human apical loop might be mobile and consequently
prone to sample minor conformations, which then might be trapped upon
binding of the reverse transcriptase in a conformational capture mechanism.
We therefore analyzed motions of this RNA and found that nucleotides U12,
G13, C16 and U23 are highly mobile (paper I).
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6 Lipids of Helicobacter pylori
6.1 Helicobacter pylori and its infection
The Gram-negative bacterium Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) is the oldest
known and most successful human pathogen (Chitcholtan et al. 2008). It
colonizes the human stomach in a lifelong fashion, by adhering to the gastric
mucosa. Infection often occurs in childhood and more than 50% of the
population is a carrier. The bacterium causes gastric inflammation which
leads in about 15% of the cases to peptic ulcer disease and in some of those
cases to gastric cancer (Atherton 2006). It is responsible for more than 60%
of all gastric cancers, in total 8% of all cancers, and was therefore declared
as a class I carcinogen by the World Health Organization (Parkin 2004).
Currently, treatment of H. pylori infection consists of a triple combination of
antibiotics. First resistances have already emerged. It was found that the
outcome of the infection depends on the bacterial strain and the host
genome. Interestingly, it is unclear if H. pylori infection is only negative.
Because only a fraction of the infected individuals experiences symptoms,
therefore it is speculated that H. pylori can also be beneficial to the host, by
preventing other bacterial infections or diseases (Atherton 2006).
Bacterial adherence to the gastric mucosa plays a key role in the persistent
infection. It provides protection from the acidic environment of the stomach,
avoids clearance by peristaltic movements and enables easier access to
nutrients for the metabolically impaired H. pylori (Atherton 2006). The
bacterium has over time evolved to avoid clearance by shedding of stomach
epithelial cells or changes in the inflamed gastric mucosa (Atherton 2006).
Adherence, which has to cope with these phenomena, is mediated by two
major adherence proteins. These proteins belong to the family of H. pylori
outer membrane proteins (HOP) (Alm et al. 2000; Shao et al. 2005) and bind
to oligosaccharides present on the gastric mucosa. The blood group antigen
binding adhesin (BabA) binds to the fucosylated ABO blood group antigen,
expressed on gastric epithelial cells, at first contact with host cells (Fig. 4)
(Ilver et al. 1998). Upon infection the activation or release of many other
virulence factors is triggered (Ilver et al. 1998; Atherton 2006).
The bacterium possesses many virulence factors, like the cytotoxinassociated gene A (CagA), the vacuolating cytotoxin A (VacA), the urease
system and outer membrane phospholipase A (OMPLA) (Fig. 4). These
factors are thought to induce an immune response of the host with a
subsequent inflammation, provide resistance to the harsh environment of the
stomach and play a role in the delivery of nutrients to the metabolically
impaired H. pylori.
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The cytotoxin CagA is transported directly to the epithelial cells via the type
IV secretion system and causes the hummingbird phenotype (cell form
changes) in the host cells. It interferes with cell-signaling pathways and has
both pro- and anti-apoptotic influences (Atherton 2006). The protein VacA
is secreted and upon uptake by the host cells it can create acidifying
vacuoles by forming selective pores in endosomal compartments, where
small anions and neutral charged molecules can enter (Atherton 2006). This
process causes oxidative stress and is therefore related to genomic
instability, which may lead to cancer (Chitcholtan et al. 2008). It is also
believed to play a role in delivering nutrients to the bacterial cells, by
making the host-membranes more permeable (Atherton 2006). The urease
system buffers the pH in the cell by creating ammonia from urea and
therefore allows the cell to survive in acidic conditions. Furthermore, by
applying chemotaxis and flagellae, H. pylori “swims” to the right
environment, the epithelial cell lining (Atherton 2006). The secreted
OMPLA protein degrades phospholipids to lysophospholipids, which have
detergent properties and thus destroy the integrity of the host membrane,
both leading to release of nutrients and an immune response (Tannaes et al.
2005). The wealth of virulence factors produced by H. pylori creates a
sophisticated machinery to survive in and profit from the human host
without damaging it excessively in the short term, thus enabling life-long
colonization. The Inflammation induced by H. pylori is thought to be a key
factor in disease development but the complete infection mechanism is not
yet completely revealed (Atherton 2006).

Figure 4: Sketch of the virulence factors produced by the bacterium H. pylori (dark
green, see text for abbreviations). The interaction of different virulence factors with
the host is depicted (the epithelial lining in the human stomach, light blue). The
bacterium adheres via BabA and SabA, membrane proteins HopZ and AlpA/B are
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thought to promote adhesion or adherence associated proteins. Thereafter it exports
virulence factors CagA to the host by using the Type IV secretion system and VacA
by secretion. Vesicles (omv) also deliver the virulence factors, such as CagA and
VacA, to the epithelial cells. H. pylori furthermore secrete OMPLA which destroys
the host membrane, and it posses urease which changes the pH of the bacterium.
With this battery of virulence factors, the bacterium is very efficient and can adapt
to various scenarios and so guarantee a persistent infection. (H. pylori bacterium
adapted from Luke Marshall)

Upon inflammation, the polysaccharides sialyl Lewis x and a (sLex/a) are
upregulated on epithelial cells and the second adhesin from the HOP family
of membrane proteins, the sialic acid-binding adhesin (SabA), supports
adhesion (Mahdavi et al. 2002). By having two independent adhesion
possibilities, H. pylori can regulate binding activity to avoid being flushed
out of the stomach. Several regulation mechanism are known for BabA,
which can for example fine tune its binding to the pH value, where lower pH
leads to the release of the blood group antigen (Bugaytsova et al. 2009), or
H. pylori can turn off BabA activity by phase variation, caused by
recombination and slipped-strand mispairing (Bäckstrom et al. 2004). Being
able to adapt to changes in the host is one of the reasons why H. pylori is so
successful in its constant colonization of the human gastric mucosa.
H. pylori constantly sheds vesicles (characterization see paper IV), which
display the adhesins BabA and SabA. These vesicles can play a role in
infection as well as in delivering nutrients to the bacterial cell, e.g. by
delivering virulence factors, such as CagA and VacA, to epithelial cells.
Other outer membrane proteins from the HOP family, like the outer
inflammatory protein A (OipA), adherence-associated lipoprotein (AlpA&B)
and HopZ are thought to be involved in adherence and immune response,
though their exact function remains to be discovered (Odenbreit 2005; Shao
et al. 2005; Atherton 2006; Doerrler 2006). All these proteins are embedded
into the outer membrane of the bacterium and therefore activity-regulating
interactions may occur between the proteins and the phospholipids, the main
component of membranes. These interactions can be of interest for future
drug development (Engelman 2005; Sachs et al. 2006).

6.2 Biological role of lipids
The word lipid describes a broad range of molecules, which are of medium
size, soluble in organic solvents and mostly amphipathic (Yeagle et al.
2005). This text focuses on the subgroup of phospholipids (specifically
glycerophospholipids, abbreviated PLs). PLs are found, among others, in
Gram-negative bacterial membranes. They consist of a glycerol body, where
two hydrophobic fatty acids with the alkyl chains R’ and R’’ are esterified at
the C atoms sn1 and sn2 and a hydrophilic phosphate, connected to the head-
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group (R), is bound at position sn3 (see Fig. 5). The biologically most
relevant PLs carry a saturated fatty acid chain at position sn1 and a medium
to highly unsaturated fatty acid chain at position sn2 (Fuchs et al. 2009) and
are described in Table 1.

Figure 5: General scheme of a glycerophospholipid. R stands for the head-group (for
example choline in PC), R’ and R’’ are the alkyl chains of the fatty acids esterified
to the glycerol moiety. The Glycerol moiety with the esterified fatty acids is called
diacylglycerol (DAG). The formula was drawn with ChemSketch.

Lipids are essential to life, having the unique feature of spontaneous
assembly into bilayers forming membranes, which allow cells to create
compartments (Yeagle et al. 2005; van Meer et al. 2008). Major components
of prokaryotic membranes are phospholipids, proteins, glycolipids and
lipopolysaccherides (LPS – only in Gram-negative bacteria). When many PL
molecules come together in an aqueous solution, the hydrophobic fatty acid
chains orient themselves towards each other so that only the hydrophilic
head-groups interact with water, so lipids create a barrier non-permeable to
water, an ordered bilayer. This barrier, the membrane, allows the cell to
protect the cytoplasm from the extracellular environment, critically controls
transport and signaling between cell and environment (van Meer et al. 2008).
Gram-negative bacteria have an inner membrane (IM) and an outer
membrane (OM), which is made permeable for small hydrophilic molecules
by porin proteins (Epand et al. 2009). Both of these membranes consist of an
inner- and an outer leaflet; where the outer leaflet of the OM is mainly
composed of LPS, while the other leaflets contain mainly PLs (Doerrler
2006). Each of the membranes consists of more than 100 individual lipid
species; this huge variety is based on the fatty acid chain composition
combined with a range of different head-groups (Yeagle et al. 2005). While
cholesterol and it derivates play important roles in eukaryotic membranes,
they are almost completely absent in bacterial membranes (Yeagle et al.
2005). The most common PLs are phosphatidylethanolamine (PE),
cardiolipin (CL), phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylserine (PS),
phosphatidylinositol (PI) and phosphatidic acid (PA), their structure,
properties and function are given in table 1 (Yeagle et al. 2005). Variation in
the PL composition can change the bulk biophysical properties of a
membrane, or specific PLs can engage in interactions with membrane
proteins. Hence membranes can adapt to environmental changes and are
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therefore not just passive barriers. For example, it has been observed for
Staphylococcus aureus, that the composition of phospholipids is changing
upon pH stress encounter. It was hypothesized that the change of
concentration of PG and lysoPG leads to a decrease of the membrane
permeability for protons and therefore protect the cytoplasm (Haest et al.
1972).
Table 1 presents the head-groups (=R in Fig. 5) of the most common bacterial
phospholipids. DAG represents diacylglycerol, and molecules are presented in the
right column. The formulae were drawn with ChemSktech according to: (Yeagle et
al. 2005; Matsumoto et al. 2006; van Meer et al. 2008; Fuchs et al. 2009).
Headgroup
Properties/functions
structure
Zwitterionic, main component
Phosphatidylof bacterial membranes, conical
ethanolamine
geometry (small head-group);
(PE)
imposes stress curvature on
eukaryotic cells (points for
budding etc); not bilayer
forming; often used to
accommodate proteins and
regulate function, can have two
hydrogen bonds, therefore very
compact and rigid network, PE
micro domains possible
Negatively charged under
Cardiolipin
(Diphosphatidyl physiological conditions,
glycerol,
CL, because it complexes a proton
between the phosphates, conical
DPG)
geometry, imposes stress
curvature on eukaryotic cells,
not bilayer forming; often used
to accommodate positively
charged proteins and regulate
their function; major component
in mitochondria, chloroplasts
and some bacteria
Zwitterionic; most common in
Phosphatidylcholine
(PC, eukaryotic membranes; selforganizes in planar bilayers,
Lecithin)
nearly cylindrical shape
PhosphatidylNegatively charged, builds
glycerol (PG)
extensive hydrogen bond
network, can form ionic bonds
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Phosphatidicacid (PA)

Phosphatidylserine (PS)
Phosphatidylinositol (PI)

and coordination bonds; PG in
clusters might exclude CL
Negative charged, important as
an intermediate in biosynthesis,
negatively charged, can have
detergent properties
Negative charged, mostly
present in inner leaflet, can be
specifically bound by proteins
Negative charged,
phosphorylated on the inositol
moiety it is an important
hormone signaling factor

Building a membrane barrier might be the most important function of lipids,
but it is only one function. Membranes also change structure as a function of
lipid composition and are involved in transport of nutrients and in signaling.
Therefore membranes host proteins, imbedded or peripheral, which can
build channels or are receptors for signaling molecules or relay signals
(Cronan 2003). Recently it was discovered that certain PLs can also regulate
the function of membrane proteins, either by specific binding, or by forcing
proteins to aggregate, or by stabilizing a particular protein structure by
providing a specific environment in microscopic “rafts” (Engelman 2005).
These discoveries change the picture of a membrane from a uniform fluid
distribution to a raft-like inhomogeneous state. This inhomogeneous
distribution suggests another function of PLs: To change the local structure
of membranes as needed for fundamental biological functions such as cell
division or shedding of vesicles. The most important local structural
parameter is its curvature, which can be influenced by lipids’ size in headgroup and fatty acid chains. For example, PE and CL have been shown to
preferably localize at a place where the membrane curvature is increased,
which is energetically favorable for the geometry of their larger headgroups. Thus, enriching the membrane locally in specific PLs allows the
cells to lower the energy barriers localy for processes that require membrane
curvature, such as cell division and budding of vesicles.
Specific lipids, such as PI and its phosphorylated forms, also play important
roles as messenger molecules (Yeagle et al. 2005). Furthermore, upon
processing with phospholipases, several messenger molecules are formed
from the original phospholipid (Fuchs et al. 2009). This processing creates
signaling molecules with strongly different properties, making them suitable
for different signaling roles. In lysophospholipids (lysoPLs) most commonly
the sn2 fatty acid chain is hydrolyzed and in PA the head-group at sn3 is
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hydrolyzed. Diacylglycerol (DAG) is formed by hydrolysis of the phosphate
moiety, and lysophosphatidic acid (lysoPA) by hydrolysis of both the headgroup and one fatty acid (van Meer et al. 2008). These molecules can either
stay in the membrane and change its properties thereby recruiting proteins,
or leave the membrane and act as cytoplasmic signals, such as LPA and
inositols from PI. LysoPLs have detergent properties and therefore
destabilize membranes. Under pathological conditions increased lysoPL
concentrations are found which in turn decreases membrane integrity and
thus increases pathogenicity. Therefore high lysoPL concentrations are
commonly observed in inflammation-related diseases as asthma, rheumatoid
arthritis and sepsis, but even play a role in some cancers, diabetes and
reproductive failure (Fuchs et al. 2009).

6.3 Background: H. pylori lipids
Hirai and coworkers (Hirai et al. 1995) analyzed the PL composition of H.
pylori and found, besides the common phospholipids PE, CL, PG, PS and
PC, also three cholesteryl glycosides (CG), of which one of them was
phosphorylated (CPG) and not discovered in bacteria before. As described
before, bacteria cannot synthesize cholesterol, it is therefore believed that H.
pylori internalizes cholesterol and then synthesizes the cholesteryl
glycosides, which can make up to 25% of its membrane. Two years later, a
change of PL composition related to acidic pH stress was described, where
an increase of stress induces an increase in lysoPE, caused by the bacterial
outer membrane phospholipase A (OMPLA) (Bukholm et al. 1997).
In this context, lysoPE was thought to be lytic, either by making the bacterial
membrane permeable (at moderate concentration of lysoPE) or destroying it
(at high concentration of lysoPE). It was hypothesized that higher membrane
permeability aids the release of virulence factors (VacA, CagA, OMPLA and
Urease) to the host cells. It was also suggested that released fatty acids and
LPE molecules can destroy the host membranes (Tannaes et al. 2001).
Furthermore, the release of CPG was suggested to cause hemolysis (Hirai et
al. 1995). The Bukholm group could later proof a relationship of the
OMPLA gene activity and the concentration of lysoPE, and therefore a
correlation to peptic ulcer disease (Tannaes et al. 2001; Tannaes et al. 2005).
Hirai and coworkers showed that a change of PL composition over time
causes a change of morphology. Over a course of 8 days, bacteria passed
from exponential growth (spiral), to stationary phase and finally to coccoid
stage. This transition was accompanied by increases in CPG and PC, a
decrease in PE, and an increase in CL at the expense of PG. Similar to the
Bukholm group’s results, causal relationships were postulated between the
increase of CPG and hemolysis, and between the decrease of PE and
destabilization of the membrane (Shimomura et al. 2004).
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7 NMR background
Questions related to the function of biological systems are usually quite
complex. As a particular strength of NMR, specific experiments can be
designed to address each of these questions. Using these experiments, NMR
yields information on an atomic resolution level on molecular structure,
dynamics or intermolecular interactions. For example, relaxation
measurements can analyze motions of functional groups in complex
biological molecules. Hydrogen exchange experiments monitor
biomolecular folding, COSY-type experiments define which chemical
groups are connected via bonds to each other and NOESY based
experiments measure distances within molecules or between them. Design of
NMR experiments plays an important role in this thesis, therefore important
concepts for the understanding of solution-state NMR experiments are
outlined in this chapter.

7.1 Spins and Spectrometer
Using NMR, we look at an intrinsic nuclear property of specific isotopes
(atoms with different numbers of neutrons), their nuclear spin. The nuclear
spin quantum number (I) describes how the atomic nucleus behaves in an
external magnetic field; only isotopes with I ≠ 0 are observable, and from
these isotopes, I = ½ are preferred in biomolecular NMR, because they
normally lead to the best spectra. In the magnetic field of a spectrometer,
each spin has a magnetic moment (µ), which is determined by the isotope’s
gyromagnetic ratio (γ). This gyromagnetic ratio determines the NMR
sensitivity of each isotope and the isotopes most commonly used in
biomolecular NMR are 1H, 13C, 15N and 31P. 1H has a natural abundance of
99.98%, whereas 13C (1.11%) and 15N (0.37%) are only abundant in small
fractions. Therefore artificial enrichment of the latter isotopes – called
labeling – vastly increases the information content of biomolecular NMR
spectra, and allows highlighting the signals of desired molecules. The heavy
hydrogen isotope deuterium (D, I=1) is also NMR-observable, but its signal
is completely separated from the signal of the 1H isotope and therefore D is
not visible in standard NMR spectra. Consequently substitution with D in the
solvent can be used to suppress unwanted 1H signals, often needed for the
strong signal of water (H2O). Furthermore, selective D labeling of
biomolecules is a powerful tool to reduce spectral crowding (Levitt 2005).
The work presented in this thesis uses liquid-state NMR, where in solution,
molecules of interest normally tumble freely, which eliminates several
phenomena which influence NMR signals in the solid state. For example
dipolar couplings are averaged to zero, but can be re-introduced if desired.
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To create an NMR signal, the sample is placed in a strong magnetic field,
generated in the spectrometer using superconductive coils. This field, called
B0, is desired to be homogeneous in space and constant in time, and can
reach up to 23.5 Tesla, corresponding to a 1H frequency of 1000 MHz. The
B0 field is defined as z-axis and creates two states (caused by the Zeeman
effect), spin up (m = ½) and spin down (m = - ½) (Fig. 6). These states differ
in energy proportional to the B0 field and therefore their occupancies differ
slightly (Boltzmann distribution). The occupancy difference between the two
states results in net/bulk magnetization MZ, which is also called longitudinal
magnetization and is used to create NMR signals. Since the energy
difference is very small, MZ is very small too; therefore NMR is a rather
(in)sensitive. Because MZ increases with B0, as strong magnets as possible
are used for NMR (Keeler 2005).

Figure 6: To the left: In a static magnetic field (B0) the nuclear magnetic moments
are aligned along B0 and create two energy levels α and β, which exist for spin-½
nuclei. According to the Boltzmann distribution, the energy difference ΔE between
the states leads to a population difference, such that slightly more spins occupy the
lower-energy state. For the whole ensemble of spins in an NMR sample, this creates
a bulk magnetization MZ along the z axis. To the right: The bulk magnetization in a
laboratory frame along the z axis (black: MZ magnetization) is manipulated by a
radiofrequency field (BRF) transmitted along the x or y axis, symbolized by two
coils. The gray round arrow depicts a 90 degree pulse around the y axis. After this
“excitation”, the resulting transverse magnetization MX (grey arrow) creates a
detectable NMR signal. This radiofrequency signal is detected by a coil and used to
create the NMR spectrum

The equilibrium magnetization MZ can be tilted by a radiofrequency field
into the x-y plane (Fig. 6), such perturbation and the response of the spin
system are the basis of NMR. The magnetic moment of the aligned spins
experiences precession with the Larmor frequency, which depends on the
gyromagnetic ratio of the spin and the strength of the B0 field. To simplify,
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one creates a new reference frame (“rotating frame”) which rotates with the
reference Larmor frequency, and obtains therefore a static picture of the
magnetic moment – the net magnetization.

7.2 Manipulation of spins
The net magnetization created in the B0 field can be manipulated by radio
frequency pulses (BRF) that match the Larmor frequency of the spin. Viewed
in the rotating frame, the MZ magnetization rotates around a BRF field
applied along the y (or x) axis, creating transverse magnetization
(magnetization in the x-y plane), which is called coherence (Fig. 6). After
creating transverse magnetization one can monitor the behavior of this
excited state and link it to different processes, such as the influence of its
chemical environment on the spin, called the chemical shift, or the
magnetization’s return to equilibrium, called relaxation. Using a 90° (π/2)
pulse, one can flip magnetization from z into the x-y plane or vice versa and
a 180° (π) pulse inverts the orientation (e.g. z to -z). Because each nucleus
has a particular gyromagnetic ratio, the pulses needed to influence its
magnetization must have a specific frequency. Therefore the magnetization
of selected nuclei (1H, 13C, 31P …) can be manipulated separately with these
different frequencies. Other tools to manipulate the magnetization are
gradient pulses, defined inhomogenities of the B0 field over the sample
volume, and spin locks which arrest the magnetization at a certain direction
within the rotating frame of reference. By combining pulses, delays, gradient
pulses and spinlocks in a planned order, one creates something called a pulse
sequence (examples chapter 7.4 & Fig. 10) and defines, which information
one wants to receive from the NMR experiment. The description of the state
of the magnetization before and after a pulse or during delays can be
obtained by using the product operator formalism. This is a simplified
version of quantum-mechanical descriptions of the evolution of spin systems
(Keeler 2005; Levitt 2005).
At the end of each pulse sequence, the resulting coherence can be observed
as radiofrequency signal emitted from the sample, using the same coil that is
used to transmit pulses to the nuclei. The recorded signal is called free
induction decay (FID) and describes the evolution of the coherence over
time. The FID is then Fourier transformed to obtain the NMR spectrum,
which contains signals of various atoms within the molecule investigated
along a frequency axis.
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7.3 Spin interaction
Having the possibility of manipulating spins, and therefore a signal to
measure, one can extract specific information for every spin in a molecule.
Each nuclear spin interacts with other nuclear spins of the same and different
atom types (J couplings, dipolar couplings), with its electronic environment
(chemical shift), the B0 field, and random electromagnetic fields (relaxation).
These interactions give rise to several NMR parameters which give
important information on the molecular environment of each spin.

7.3.1 Chemical Shift
The chemical shift reports on the local chemical environment of each
nuclear spin. The chemical shift effect occurs when electron clouds circulate
in the magnetic field B0, inducing small magnetic fields which slightly
change the B0 field experienced by the nuclear spin, and therefore its Larmor
frequency. The size of this effect depends on e.g. the electro-negativity of
directly bound atoms. Thus, the chemical shift creates a specific frequency
position for each signal, which reflects the atom’s chemical environment in
the molecule (Fig. 7). The induced field is very small and the chemical shift
is therefore denoted as parts per million (ppm) deviation from a reference
frequency. Because the electron environment is different for every atom (e.g.
CH3 protons experience a higher electron density than a COOH proton), one
gains a unique marker of the local chemical surrounding of each atom,
which can be helpful for identifying the chemical group that the atom
belongs to.
The chemical shift also gives rise to an interesting phenomenon when
several structural states, such as conformers, exchange on a time scale of
milliseconds. In this case, the line shapes of the involved signals become
sensitive indicators of the rate of the exchange process. If two resolved
signals are observed for two exchanging states, one can conclude that the
exchange rate is small compared to the chemical shift difference between the
signals. If a single signal for two states is observed, but it is known that
exchange is occurring, the exchange rate is large compared to the chemical
shift difference between the individual states, but in this case their chemical
shifts are usually not well known. Finally, if the exchange rate is of the same
magnitude as the chemical shift difference, a single broad signal is observed
(exchange broadening) and, if so the exchange rate can be derived from the
lineshape.
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Figure 7: Example for a two-dimensional NMR spectrum, obtained with a P,HCOSY experiment (see pulse sequence in Fig. 10). The pulse sequence of the
experiment is designed to correlate 31P atoms with 1H atoms. On the horizontal axis
1
H chemical shift is displayed and on the vertical axis 31P chemical shift. Each signal
in the contour plot shows that a 1H atom with a particular chemical shift is linked to
a 31P atom with a certain chemical shift. On the top one sees a slice from the 1H
dimension, where one can see anti-phase signals (up-and-down patterns). In these
anti-phase signals one can measure the 3JHP coupling, which reflects the interaction
between a 31P atom and a 1H atom separated by three bonds in a phospholipid (see
sketch Fig. 5). On the right hand side, one can see a slice from the 31P dimension,
where positive and negative in-phase signals can be observed. From the width of
these signals one can estimate the 31P nuclei’s transverse relaxation times T2.

Chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) describes the orientation dependence of the
chemical shift, which is caused by an asymmetric distribution of electron
density around the nucleus, e.g. in a chemical bond between two nuclei. In
solid-state NMR spectra, the CSA can be directly observed as the shape of a
signal (powder pattern). In molecules which tumble isotropically in solution,
the CSA is averaged to the chemical shift, but it still contributes to
relaxation.
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7.3.2 J coupling
J couplings (scalar or indirect spin-spin couplings) are mediated between
nonequivalent nuclear spins by the magnetic fields of bonding electrons and
are therefore limited to nuclear spin systems that are connected via at most
three bonds (3J coupling). J coupling can be used to transfer magnetization
from one spin to another, which forms the basis of the two-dimensional
NMR experiments of the COSY and TOCSY type. Because these
experiments connect the signals of chemically bonded atoms, they are
essential tools for structure elucidation by NMR. Each J coupling that a spin
experiences causes a splitting of its signal according to the number of
coupling partners and therefore a reduction in intensity (Fig. 7). In some
cases the transfer of magnetization or the splitting of signals is undesirable;
one can therefore decouple the interacting spin using strong radio-frequency
field. 3J couplings depend on the dihedral angle between the interacting
atoms according to Karplus relationships; this fact is frequently used to
determine local conformation. Because of their relation to covalent structure
and to conformation, J couplings are extremely useful for structure
determination.
If a conformational equilibrium exists in a molecule, the observed J coupling
is a population-weighted average of the J couplings that would be observed
for the individual conformers. While this at first hinders the interpretation of
J couplings in terms of local conformation, it can in favorable cases be used
to determine the populations of the conformers from J couplings.

7.3.3 Dipolar interactions
Dipolar interaction describes the coupling between different nuclear spins,
which are close in space and is called direct dipole-dipole coupling (DD
coupling). The coupling constant depends only on the distance between the
nuclei (r-3) and is therefore important for structure determination. As for J
couplings, also direct dipole-dipole couplings lead to splitting of signals,
unless they are averaged out by molecular tumbling. In solution NMR,
dipole-dipole couplings can be deliberately re-introduced if the molecules
are partially aligned by an anisotropic environment. A weak alignment is
chosen so that the scaled-down “residual” dipolar couplings (RDCs) are
conveniently measurable (Getz et al. 2007). Although the direct effect of DD
couplings on a spectrum is averaged to zero for isotropically tumbling
molecules, dipole-dipole coupling still influences the relaxation behavior
strongly. An important application of this effect is the through-space transfer
of magnetization between nuclei, which strongly depends on the internuclear
distance. This cross relaxation effect is the basis for the two-dimensional
NOESY and ROESY experiments, which are essential for distance
measurements in structure determination.
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7.3.4 Relaxation
By excitation of the net magnetization one perturbs the thermal equilibrium
of the nuclear spins and creates non-equilibrium states. Relaxation describes
the process which leads back to the thermal equilibrium by interactions of
the spins with their molecular environment (T1 – spin-lattice relaxation time)
or the loss of coherence by interaction with other spins (T2 – spin-spinrelaxation time). Relaxation is induced by fluctuations of the magnetic field
surrounding the nuclear spin, which can be caused by dipole-dipole
relaxation, chemical shift anisotropy, or by imperfections of the B0 field. In
solution, molecules rotate randomly, and the speed of the rotation is
described by a rotational correlation time τc which is in the range of
nanoseconds for biomolecules. T1 and T2 depend on τc, each in their own
way, and on motions within the molecule. T1 and T2 relaxation occur at the
same time, but T1 is usually longer than T2 (T2 ≤ T1), because magnetization
can dephase in the x-y plane without relaxing to z. However, if the z
magnetization is restored, no transverse magnetization can be left. For
biomolecules, T1 is typically of the order of seconds, which means that one
must wait seconds between consecutive repeats of an NMR pulse sequence.
T2 is typically 50 milliseconds, this limits how long pulse sequences may be,
without losing too much signal by T2 relaxation. The relaxation rates R1 and
R2 (T1-1 and T2-1, respectively) are each the sum of an auto-relaxation rate
constant (Rauto, relaxation constant for the spin itself) and a cross-relaxation
rate constant (Rcross, relaxation caused by interaction with surrounded spins).
Rcross and Rauto are both dependent on the correlation time τc but the
dependence differs between R1 and R2. The rates contributing to R1 are
called longitudinal rates RL; and the respective rates for R2 are called
transverse rates RT. As function of the molecular tumbling (and therefore the
rotational correlation time τc), RL/Tauto are always positive, RTcross is always
negative but RLcross has a zero transition (Fig. 11) (Levitt 2005). Besides their
dependences on τc, the rates are differently influenced by intramolecular
motions and can therefore be used to analyze these.
The cross relaxation rates RLcross and RTcross are due to the through-space
dipole-dipole interaction between two spins. The dipole-dipole relaxation
leads to the Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) for the longitudinal
magnetization or the Rotating frame Overhauser Effect (ROE) for
transversal magnetization (chapter 7.4.2). Because cross relaxation rates
depend on the distance between the spins (~ r-6), they are used to measure
intramolecular distances for structure determination. The nuclear Overhauser
effect occurs also between 1H and a heteronucleus (e.g. 15N-{1H} hetNOE),
this changes the z magnetization of the heteronucleus to a degree that also
reflects intramolecular motion.
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Besides the dipole-dipole interaction, the shape of the electron cloud in a
chemical bond also gives rise to a relaxation mechanism, based on the
chemical shift anisotropy (CSA). The CSA depends on the hybridization of
the atomic orbitals and its relaxation influence increases with B02, therefore
CSA relaxation becomes more important with increasing B0 fields. For RNA
13
C relaxation studies, the CSA contributes up to 25% to the total relaxation
rate.
T1 and T2 report on local motions of the studied vectors (e.g. CH groups in
RNA) (Fig. 8), but the molecular tumbling time τc sets a limit for the motion
that can be detected: The motion of the whole molecule randomly reorients
all bond vectors after τc, therefore intramolecular motion that is slower than
τc cannot be detected (Levitt 2005).

Figure 8: Overview over motions, their timescales and relevant NMR quantities
(Levitt 2005). The correlation time τc marks a critical border, such that most
quantities cannot detect motion slower than τc, because the random reorientation of
all bond vectors by the tumbling of the molecule causes a loss of motional memory.
Except for special cases, only residual dipolar couplings overcome this difficulty.
While fast motions are not directly related to biological function, they form the basis
for slower global motions which can directly represent functional transitions, such
as domain flipping and folding. Motion on all time scales is relevant for NMR
structure determination and for the interpretation of structures.

Relaxation rates depend on motion and are therefore good indicators for it.
Motions on the timescale of 10-12 s to 102 s (picoseconds to minutes) can be
monitored and distance changes smaller than an Å (e.g. motion of a single
residue) to many Å (movement of whole domains) can be observed (Fig. 8)
(Al-Hashimi 2007). Motions that are faster than the rotational correlation
time of the molecule (τc) are considered fast and can be captured by
heteronuclear relaxation measurements (chapter 7.4.3) (Korzhnev et al.
2001). Motions much slower than τc can be attributed to conformational
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exchange or domain motions, and can be captured by relaxation
dispersion/CPMG experiments (Palmer et al. 2006). Very slow motions can
be accessed by exchange spectroscopy, real-time NMR or hydrogen
exchange. For a long time, NMR was blind for motions on timescales
between τc and microseconds; recently residual dipolar coupling (RDC)
measurements have filled this gap. Measuring relaxation is important for the
structure determination process, because many structure parameters
measured by NMR (such as NOE, J couplings, chemical shift and even
RDCs) can be affected by motion (motional averaging), and this affected
structural restraints should therefore be excluded from structure calculation
(Getz et al. 2007).

7.4 Design of NMR experiments
One-dimensional (1D) NMR spectra often do not allow access to all
information required about biomolecular systems. Therefore the
development of two- to four-dimensional (2D - 4D) NMR experiments is a
central task of biomolecular NMR (Sattler et al. 1999). They key to access
the information is to increase chemical shift resolution, by using the
combination of two chemical shifts to identify a signal. The two axes of a
two-dimensional NMR spectrum (Fig. 7) reflect the chemical shift of one
isotope each, and the plane of the spectrum contains so-called cross-peaks,
which are usually displayed as a contour map. Each cross-peak depicts the
correlation of a pair of spins by a defined interaction. Multidimensional
experiments vastly enhance the power of NMR, because the added
dimensions increase the chemical shift resolution that can be obtained, and
the interactions creating a cross-peak even carry molecular information
about connectivity (through bond or space) and distance between these
spins. The interaction originates in transfer of magnetization between the
two spins either via J coupling or cross-correlated relaxation, originated
from dipole-dipole couplings. In this chapter the designs of the twodimensional (2D) experiments of papers I-III are described.
In a two-dimensional experiment the chemical shift of one nucleus is
measured at the end of the pulse sequence during a time called t2 in the same
way as in a one-dimensional experiment. Then the duration in the pulse
sequence called t1 is incremented to record the chemical shift of the second
spin.
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7.4.1 COSY (correlation spectroscopy)
COSY (correlation spectroscopy) experiments transfer coherence from one
spin to another via J coupling, implying that the nuclei that are separated by
at most three bonds can be linked (3J coupling). COSY-type experiments are
therefore immensely valuable to assign NMR signals, because they reveal
connectivity of chemically bonded nuclei. While the original COSY is a
homonuclear 1H,1H correlation experiment, COSY can also be applied in
heteronuclear spin systems and this case is considered here (Fig. 10). COSY
experiments rely on the formation of so-called antiphase operators, which
can be created in INEPT (insensitive nuclei enhanced by polarization
transfer) building blocks (Fig. 9). In this example, the first 90° pulse on 31P
creates PY coherence (inphase), which evolves during the two durations of Δ
into the desired 2PXHZ operator (antiphase). Full evolution of the desired
coupling occurs if 2Δ = 1/2J, so Δ should be chosen close to 1/4J. Between
the two Δ delays, a pair of 180° pulses ascertains that only the J coupling is
active and the chemical shift is refocused. After the J coupling evolution
time of 2Δ, 90° pulses on both nuclei species convert the 2PXHZ operator
into 2PZHY, which means that coherence has been transferred from 31P to 1H,
and therefore signal intensity that originates from 31P can now be detected on
1
H. The signal of the type 2PZHY gives a positive-and-negative peak pattern
in the spectrum (Fig. 7/paper III), which is characteristic of antiphase
operators.

Figure 9: Description of the 1D INEPT pulse sequence for the example of 31P,1H
transfer. Vertical lines and open boxes represent 90° and 180° pulses, respectively.
The spacing of pulses and delays along the horizontal axis represents their
chronological succession. PY (inphase) magnetization is created by a 90° pulse. The
evolution of 31P,1H J couplings during two Δ creates antiphase magnetization
(2PXHZ). This is transferred by the final 90° pulses into 2PZHY, which is observed as
a 1H FID, symbolized by the oscillating signal during t1. *(ε) after Δ: Possible
expansion to a 2D experiment by inserting an evolution time for the 31P chemical
shift.

The INEPT sequence described in figure 9 could directly be turned into a
two-dimensional 31P,1H correlation experiment by inserting an incremented
delay after 2Δ, which would serve as evolution time for the 31P chemical
shift. By convention, the 31P evolution time would then become t1, and the
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detection time of the FID would be called t2. In practice, this approach is
very unfavorable, because the combined 2Δ + t1 delay would become very
long and the signal would decay before its transfer to 1H. In the semiconstant-time (Grzesiek et al. 1993) P,H-COSY (Fig. 10 & paper III), the
180° pulses move in a customized fashion, and the first Δ delay is
decremented with incrementation of t1 instead of being constant. In this way,
the 2Δ delay can be used simultaneously to allow the P,H coherence transfer,
and to evolve the 31P chemical shift and thus less magnetization decays
through relaxation.

Figure 10: Pulse sequence of the P,H-COSY experiment. In the first part the INEPT
step is recognizable, although the 180° pulses are shifted. The semi-constant time
chemical shift evolution is presented for the 31P nucleus with a suitable
incrementation and decrementation of delays together creating t1.

The final τ/2 180° (1H) τ/2 element in the P,H-COSY sequence is not critical
for coherence transfer, but is in practice essential to obtain clean spectra,
because together with G1 and G2 it suppresses all signals that have not
undergone the desired P,H transfer (Sattler et al. 1999).

7.4.2 ROESY: (Rotating frame Overhauser Effect
spectroscopy)
ROESY and NOESY are homonuclear 2D type experiments that are used to
determine internuclear distances for structure determination by NMR. Both
experiments depend on cross-relaxation for magnetization transfer. In the
classical NOESY experiment (Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy)
longitudinal magnetization is transferred, in the newer ROESY experiment
(Rotating frame Overhauser Effect spectroscopy) it is transversal
magnetization instead. Because cross relaxation rates (Rcross) depend on
internuclear distances, these experiments are excellent to measure distance
through space and therefore they are essential in structure determination. As
described in chapter 7.3.4 and Fig. 11, RTcross and RLcross have different
dependences on the rotational correlation time τc which is mainly determined
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by molecular weight. Because RLcross changes sign as function of τc, RLcross
experience a zero transition for medium-sized molecules, and the NOESY
experiment cannot be used for these molecules. A further problem for the
NOESY experiment is the impossibility - for large molecules - to distinguish
between cross-relaxation and chemical exchange, which both give rise to
positive cross-peaks.

Figure 11: Background of ROESY. DD cross-relaxation rates are plotted as function
of the rotational correlation time τc, which is strongly related to molecular weight
and describes the molecular tumbling. The indices L and T denote longitudinal and
transverse cross-relaxation rate (dipole-dipole coupling effect), respectively. RLcross
becomes zero for a certain τc, which usually corresponds to medium-sized molecules
of about 1 kD.

Both problems are solved with the ROESY experiment, because RTcross does
not become zero for any value of τc, and therefore ROESY cross-peaks are
negative for molecules of all sizes, so that cross relaxation and chemical
exchange can always be distinguished. These advantages of the ROESY
experiment rely on the transfer of transverse magnetization, which is only
possible if a spinlock is applied. However, spinlocks can also transfer
magnetization via J couplings through bonds (Hartmann-Hahn transfer as
used in the TOCSY (Total Correlation Spectroscopy) experiment). This is a
problem one cannot avoid, but minimize its influence by applying the
spinlock outside of the spectrum (off-resonant), so that transfer via J
couplings becomes inefficient (Schleucher et al. 1995). In paper II, an
improved ROESY pulse sequence is presented, which simplifies the setup of
the ROESY experiments. Furthermore, it is shown that the new EASYROESY experiment can be reliably integrated to measure internuclear
distances.
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Figure 12: In off-resonance ROESY experiments, the magnetization can be locked
along an experimentally tunable angle θ, measured off the z axis. As a function of θ,
cross relaxation occurs with a weighted average of RLcross and RTcross. Because RLcross
and RTcross have opposite signs for large molecules, the two different relaxation rates
cancel each other out for an angle θ0. The black line represents the cross-peak
intensity of θ for completely rigid 1H-1H vectors, the grey line shows a reduction of
θ0 by motion. This reduction is a measure for the extent of motion.

Besides their dependence on internuclear distance, RLcross and RTcross are
influenced by motion. While this effect is usually small, it can be detected
and used to identify motion (Fig. 12, paper I and (Schleucher et al. 2002)).

7.4.3 Heteronuclear relaxation reveals fast
intramolecular motion
NMR can detect intramolecular motion on a vast range of time scales and at
atomic resolution. It is therefore the leading technique to establish
relationships between intramolecular motion and biological function.
Different NMR parameters are sensitive to motion on various time scales. A
classical approach to detect motion by NMR relies on the influence of
motion on the relaxation properties of 15N-1H spin pairs in amide groups. In
this approach, T1 and T2 of the 15N spin and the 15N-{1H} NOE are
measured. These parameters reflect the time the 15N spin takes to relax to
equilibrium (T1), the loss of coherence of the 15N signal (T2, related to the
15
N line width), and the enhancement of the 15N signal if the attached 1H
magnetization is perturbed (heteronuclear NOE). Most importantly, each
parameter depends in a particular way on motion on the picosecondnanosecond time scale. Therefore this combination of experimental
observables reveals if the 15N-1H bond exhibits motion on this timescale.
Using the most common “ModelFree” analysis, the relaxation parameters are
interpreted as time scale of the motion (internal correlation time τi) and a
description of its amplitude (the order parameter S2). An order parameter of
1 means that the 15N-1H bond is completely rigid within the molecule and an
order parameter of 0 means that the 15N-1H bond has full motional freedom.
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However, there are always many motional models consistent with the
relaxation parameters, and it is therefore not possible to derive a motional
model from relaxation data alone.
Relaxation measurements are well established for 15N-1H bonds in the
protein backbone, where they reveal motion of flexible loops, for example.
In nucleic acids, detectable 15N-1H groups are only present in hydrogen
bonds of base pairs, amides, and consequently do not reveal interesting
motions. Therefore 13C-1H groups must be studied in nucleic acids. During
structure determination, all carbons are usually labeled with 13C, which
creates problems for 13C relaxation studies, because relaxation of any 13C is
also influenced by its neighboring 13C atom and not only by the directly
bound 1H. Therefore care has to be taken that true T1, T2 relaxation times are
measured, and that the relaxation parameters may be interpreted as motion of
the 13C-1H bond. Because of the complexity of the measurement and the high
chemical shift overlap of the resonances, not many RNA relaxation studies
have been reported so far but methodology is advancing to overcome these
problems (Korzhnev et al. 2001; Duchardt et al. 2005; Shajani et al. 2007).
The conventional relaxation analysis of 15N-1H or 13C-1H spin pairs has
several limitations: First, relaxation data cannot give a description of the
actual movement. To overcome this limitation, relaxation measurements can
be complemented with molecular dynamics simulations of intramolecular
motion (Lindorff-Larsen et al. 2005). Second, heteronuclear relaxation
reports only on the local motion of directly bonded atoms. An approach to
overcome this limitation, called off-resonance ROESY, has been employed
in paper I. Third, many functionally important motions occur on time scales
too long to be analyzed by heteronuclear relaxation. The most promising
approach to study such motions is the use of residual dipolar couplings
(RDCs) (Bouvignies et al. 2005; Getz et al. 2007; Lange et al. 2008).
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8 Conclusion and Outlook
Paper I:
Relaxation measurements of the HBV apical loop
Aim: The apical loop RNA of HBV interacts with the viral reverse
transcriptase in the priming complex; therefore the apical loop’s 3D structure
had previously been determined in our group. Compared with other species,
the apical loop is quite stable, well structured and highly conserved.
However, the structure determination suggested that some structural
parameters might be affected by motion. Here we examined possible
motions, because a motional fingerprint might reveal the mechanism of the
interaction between the apical loop and the reverse transcriptase, a highly
relevant target for drug design.
Conclusion: We applied 13C relaxation measurements (T1, T1ρ and
heteronuclear NOE) and homonuclear off-resonance ROESY to the apical
loop RNA to identify areas and patterns of motion on the sub-nanosecond
timescale. Using off-resonance ROESY we accessed a variety of vectors
which report for local and secondary structure motion, e.g. intra-ribose
contacts or sequential ribose-ribose contacts. 1H,1H motions found where in
good agreement with 13C relaxation results, showing that off-resonance
ROESY is a good tool to measure motions in RNA. Comparing several
nucleotides, we identified different patterns of motion, which led to the
conclusion that RNA can independently be flexible in the ribose or the base
moiety, in contrast to the situation found in proteins. We found considerable
motion in the pseudo-triloop (U12-U14), as well as for the bulged nucleotides
C16 and U23, while the canonical helical stems are rigid. We also recorded
experiments to detect motion on the microsecond- and millisecond time
scales. No significant motions on these time scales were observed, implying
that fast motions must be relevant for the biological function. Because
nucleotides observed to be flexible are also highly conserved, we concluded
that the observed motion is relevant for the binding process, by allowing the
RNA to sample several different conformations, one of which could be
trapped by the reverse transcriptase.
Outlook: With these data we now try to simulate underlying motion with
Molecular Dynamics (MD) – restraining with relaxation data, to obtain an
ensemble of structures present in the average apical loop. We then might be
able to dock the RNA ensemble to the RT-protein and see which binding
mechanism is preferred.
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Paper II:
EASY ROESY – distance measurement for mediumsized molecules
Aim: For molecules of medium size, ROESY is the only possibility to
derive distance information. ROESY spectra frequently contain artifacts
caused by undesired interactions between spins, and several pulse sequences
have been suggested to minimize Hartmann-Hahn effects and offset
dependence. However, these pulse sequences are either cumbersome to setup or prone to other artifacts.
Conclusion: In paper II, we describe a new ROESY experiment, with the
aim to eliminate the described problems. We equipped a published ROESY
sequence with recently introduced adiabatic pulses, which do not require
exact calibration. Therefore the new pulse experiment is easy to set up, and
retains the high performance of the original sequence. We tested the
experiment on an organometallic complex and a small protein. The protein
results showed that distance estimates obtained with the new experiment
agree with the known structure and that cross-peaks in the spectra can be
translated into distances without a need for correction factors. The results on
the organometallic complex showed that the experiment can be used to
quantify chemical exchange where other methods fail.
Outlook: We expect that the new experiment will be widely used in organic
chemistry and structure determination of natural products.

Paper III & IV:
Design of the SCT P,H-COSY experiment and
characterization of H. pylori phospholipids
Aim: H. pylori adheres via membrane proteins to the human stomach
mucosa. The activity of these adhesion proteins depends on the age of the
cells and on the environment, and is therefore related to the infection
process. Because membrane proteins require a functional membrane matrix,
we aimed to characterize the phospholipid composition of H. pylori.
Specifically we address if this composition varies with infectious-related
variables, such as adhesion protein activity or release of vesicles, and if a
specific membrane composition is required for protein function. Using NMR
to analyze phospholipids avoids cumbersome and error-prone separation of
lipids and can identify unknown lipid components by structural information.
However, the small 31P chemical shift rang and the strong solvent
dependence of 31P chemical shifts hinders NMR analysis of phospholipids.
To overcome these problems we developed a new experiment, the semiconstant-time 31P,1H-COSY, and proved its applicability (paper III), and
characterized phospholipids of different membranes with focus on the
vesicles shed by H. pylori (paper IV).
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Paper III
Conclusion: To design the P,H-COSY pulse sequence, we adopted concepts
from multidimensional protein NMR. The semi-constant-time evolution
central in the experiment yields high 31P resolution, similar efficiency in
magnetization transfer for different phospholipids, and minimizes relaxation
losses. Therefore cross-peak intensities in the two-dimensional spectrum can
be measured to quantify phospholipids. A heteronuclear gradient echo
exclusively selects 31P,1H correlations so that phospholipids can be observed
in crude lipid extracts. To increase sensitivity, the magnetization is detected
on 1H as anti-phase signals transferred via 3JHP couplings. Thus, a
characteristic multiplet pattern is observed for different phospholipids in the
1
H dimension, which allows for a reliable identification of known
phospholipids and yields structural information for unknown species.
Applied to lipid extracts of H. pylori, the experiment allowed the reliable
quantification of all phospholipids and the identification of several unusual
phospholipids.
Paper IV
Conclusion: Here, the experiment developed in paper III was used to
characterize vesicles shed by H. pylori by analyzing the phospholipid
composition of different membranes. We showed that the phospholipid
composition of vesicles closely resembles that of the outer membrane, with
PE and CL as main components. Furthermore, inner membrane samples
showed depletion in CL and PG and an absence of PC, which was present in
the outer membrane, whole cell and vesicle samples. This result is in
agreement with the observation that the vesicles contain the virulence related
adherence proteins BabA and SabA, which are also located in the outer
membrane of whole cells. The study suggests that vesicles are important
carriers of virulence factors, such as adherence proteins, and that the
activities of these proteins in whole cells were similar to that in large
vesicles, but lower in small vesicles. While the reason for this difference
remains elusive, it may be related to a variation in phospholipid content
associated to the size of the vesicles. By quantification of 13C,1H correlation
spectra, we also estimated that H. pylori membranes contain about 10%
cholesterol, which must be taken up by the bacteria from the host.
Outlook: To further characterize the dependence of the activity of
adherence proteins on phospholipid composition, we will analyze membrane
samples from different bacterial strains, grown under different conditions,
and therefore differing in virulence. Characterization of the phospholipid
requirements of outer membrane proteins will aid the reconstitution of these
proteins and therefore their further characterization. It may also point to
specific lipid-protein interactions or the requisite of specific membrane
structures for adhesion, such as phospholipid micro-domains.
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